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iCohere 11 Delivers World’s First Unified Learning Platform
Customizable professional development platform creates an exceptional client experience, reduces
client costs by providing several modes of learning in one powerful solution
WALNUT CREEK, Calif. and Washington, D.C. – AUG 13, 2014 - iCohere, a global provider of cloud-based learning
management and professional development solutions, today released iCohere 11, a new generation platform for
unified learning. The fully integrated platform, with many new unique features, provides a collaborative, all-inone approach to eLearning, virtual conferences, and member communities, at the average cost of just one of
those solutions.
In the highly competitive $56 billion eLearning market, the release of the iCohere 11 unified learning
management system, brings together multiple modes of learning into a single, consistent user experience.
iCohere 11 presents a distinctive and innovative approach to eLearning and eliminates the expense of licensing
multiple platforms, while also reducing training and IT management costs for client companies.
For 13 years, iCohere’s clients from associations, nonprofits, government, healthcare, and education have
benefitted from a unified approach to learning and professional development.
“Our costs are down, our registrations are up, and our attendee satisfaction ratings are record-breaking,” said
Jack Coursen, associate director of professional development at the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association (ASHA).
“iCohere is at the front edge of innovation. It’s why Save the Children is the third organization I’ve introduced to
the iCohere platform,” said Kathy Spangler, vice president U.S. Programs. “We partner with 30 locations around
the globe in 120 countries. We have a very strategic mission and iCohere allows us to communicate and
collaborate.”
Highlights of iCohere 11 New Features:


Integrated 1,000 seat WebEx® webinar and training room now INCLUDED with every iCohere
subscription
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SCORM/AICC compliant full-featured LMS, with a sleek new automated student interface for self-paced
courses



New multimedia-enabled resource center, with unlimited 2GB uploads and streaming with no
advertising



Customized Branding Package including a very cool new “entryway”



Enhanced secure web services catalog for smoother, faster, more flexible member database integration

Take a tour of iCohere 11 by registering for an upcoming webinar. For more information or a product
demonstration, visit www.icohere.com or call (202) 870-6146.
###
Media Contact:
Lance A. Simon at (202) 870-6146 or lance@icohere.com
About iCohere:
iCohere is a customer-focused technology company that provides a proven, cloud-hosted platform with
facilitation, media production, and support services for professional online collaboration projects and events. Its
"all-in-one" integrated system is flexible enough for online conferences, collaborative eLearning courses, largescale webinars, and online communities of practice. iCohere offers training and support through every step of
the planning, configuration, and execution process, ensuring that clients fully understand and maximize their
experience with iCohere's feature-rich platform.
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